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++ Group Prayer--List of Current Event Prayer Points
++For the Lord Jesus Christ to expose & destroy “The Great Reset” agenda
worldwide designed to bring in the New World Order
++For the Lord Jesus Christ to expose & destroy the Covid-19 agenda worldwide
with all of its big brother agendas like forced mask wearing, DNA defiling
vaccinations with microchips, contract tracing, COVID-19 digital passports & for
God’s judgment & destruction to be on the vaccine & medical cartels & that
Operation Warp Speed would be annihilated, exposed and destroyed!!!!
++ For the Lord to thwart any deep state false flag attacks in order to blame “antivaxxers” and gun owners
++ Regarding the Body of Christ we pray for strength, endurance, courage, divine
providence & guidance, favor and the power to overcome all this wickedness that
is increasing by the day.
++For the eradication of CERN and all the other 30,000+ particle colliders
worldwide & the eradication of all D-Wave Quantum Computers, and for the
eradication of every wicked portal or doorway these devices (and all witchcraft
taking place in this universe) have opened & all dark matter they have created
would be destroyed and for the reversal of every Mandela effect they have
produced; and that every devil, demon, evil entity or fallen angel (that has entered
through these portals) be bound up and cast into the abyss, until which time they
then be cast into the Lake of Fire, and that no over evil entities can come to take
their place!!!!
++Against the wicked plans of this wicked current American political
administration & for the fear of God to be upon both the democrats and
republicans, and if they will NOT repent of their wickedness that God would
hedge up their ways with thorns and have them total confusion, and that they
would turn on each other and devour one another; and against every level of
government that has by hijacked by wickedness
++Against the Chinese plans for taking over America, Mexico & Canada

++Against groups like Black Lives Matter and Antifa who are working with the
Chinese and George Soros to kill as many Christians and righteous people as
possible, and bring in anarchy and ultimately get UN Troops on the streets of
North America.
++Against any incoming asteroids or meteors that might hit the earth that they
would be diverted to outer space
++For Gods intervention regarding 2nd Amendment and disarmament/gun
confiscation situation developing in the US and elsewhere
++For Gods intervention regarding the coming food and water shortages & the
honey bee die-off worldwide
++Against all the UN troops already in America & elsewhere
++For Gods intervention regarding all the weather warfare to destroy crop yields
& create famine
++For Gods intervention regarding the wildfires caused by Directed Energy
Weapon attacks and all the wicked plans surrounding this to be destroyed
++For the Defense, Protection and Victory of all Christians worldwide (especially
the persecuted) & also all the Targeted Individuals (TI’s) Worldwide
++Against All Pandemics Plagues Worldwide
++Against the Exploding GMO Weaponized Tick & Mosquito Populations
Everywhere
++Against The Illegal Alien/Terrorist/Embedded Solider Caravans Coming up
through the US southern border--For Stoppage and Exposure of the Latin
American, Chinese, Russian and Muslim 5th Column Sleeper Cell Solders
imbedded in America
++Against (and for physical protection of our families and animals) from the 5G &
6G radiation & the Thousands of Satellites Being Launched Sending Intense
Microwave Radiation over Entire Earth. Specifically for God’s Judgment on the
companies of: SpaceX, OneWeb, TTelesat, AST & Science & Omnispace
++For All Christians to wake up and spread the gospel and push back against all
their freedoms being taken away
++ Against the 501c3 FEMA Clergy Responses Teams Being activated in America
to betray and destroy the Christians and that they would be exposed
++Against the slaughter of Christians worldwide
++For the eradication and exposure of all Pedovore, Pedo-Predator & all Child
Sex trafficking networks worldwide
++ For the destruction of all Adrenochrome harvesting complexes worldwide &
for the rescue of all the children imprisoned in these satanic torture centers
++Against LGBTQ movement and against the normalization of all child
molestation and sexualization of teens, children & babies--For the protection of
all infants, children, teenager and adults caught in all evil networks--For the
eradication of all adult and child pornography, bestiality pornography and snuff
film sources and businesses
++For the Supreme Court to overturn Roe v. Wade
++For the eradication of all abortion clinics & Planned Parenthood centers
worldwide & the stripping of all the powers of witchcraft from their owners and
employees

++Against all the witchcraft being done worldwide to perpetuate and bring in
more evil, death and destruction,
++Against the ‘Internet Kill Switch’ implementation
++Against the plans & wickedness of high level politicians everywhere
++Against mandatory vaccinations being implemented and that the truth would
come out about them
++Against the wicked factions of Modern medicine, the pharmaceutical & vaccine
industry
++For the masses to get saved and have eyes to see, ears to hear and hearts to
receive the truth
++Against The Full Implementation of Real ID in 2023
++Against the South African Genocide of Whites
++For God to neutralize & stop the Fukishima Nuclear Radiation Contamination &
Nuclear Radiation Reactors Breaking Down Worldwide
++Against the Big Brother Draconian Changes Taking Place Worldwide
++Against Further Vote Rigging in the
Elections everywhere
++ For Stoppage and Exposure of the
Muslim Invasion of Europe, America and
Canada--For the eradication worldwide of
all planned deep state & Muslim false
flag events everywhere
++For the eradication worldwide of all
Chemtrail programs, Nexrad Doppler
Ultrasound weather manipulation,
NASA’s Blastwave Accelerators
++Against all the wickedness being
perpetuated by Hollywood, Netflix,
Amazon, Google, Facebook, Twitter,
Instagram, YouTube and all the tech
giants and the dominant streaming
content producers
++Against any non-human entities that
walk among, defile, exploit, murder or
infiltrate humanity
++Against the pop culture rock and rap
music industry
++Against the Vatican, Pope and
Catholicism
++Against the global banking cartels and
the 13 families of the Illuminati
++For all the Satanic Ritual Abuse and MK Ultra mind control victims, that they be
delivered, saved and protected from the Satanic Agenda that has been
implemented against them.
++Against the wicked factions of the public universities and public school
systems.

++Add to your personal prayers: For the Lord to deactivate, neutralize, destroy
and purge any and all Covid-19 vaccine spike proteins, nanobots, nanoparticles,
nanotech, microchips, implants, Hydrogel, wicked bacteria, viruses, candida,
prions and parasites in or on our bodies and to deactivate, neutralize, destroy
and purge any other wicked things the globalist elite may have gotten into our
bodies.
STRATEGIC WARFARE PRAYER!!!!
Father God in the name of Jesus Christ we nullify, dismantle, cancel and forcefully
oppose all satanic operations, maneuvers, manipulations, subversions, strategies,
tactics, plots, plans and ploys, which are designed to hinder, prevent, frustrate, foil,
deny or delay God’s original plans and purposes, from their quick, swift and speedy
manifestation taking place in their correct time and season. (Daniel 7:25) We rebuke
and dismantle all satanic alliances and confederations worldwide. Let every evil
covert and clandestine effort and endeavor fail. Cause the news media to be
caught in their lying and manipulation so that only the truth is manifested.
(Nehemiah 4:7-8; Esther 3:1-9:32; Job 5:12-14; Psalm 83:5; 2 Chronicles 20:35) 2. We
decree that every satanic strategy of inhibition, prohibition and limitation placed upon
the Body of Christ (by the dark side) shall not prevail. We declare all invisible and
visible walls of opposition; restriction and delay will be exposed and destroyed.
(Colossians 1:16; Joshua 6:1) Oh God confound the devices and evil plans of the
enemy that they have crafted, so that their hands are not able to perform their evil
enterprise. Save those that can be saved O’ Lord, but those that cannot be saved;
overtake them in their own crafty and devious ways; let them fall into their own pits
that they have dug for the righteous, let the Fire of God devour them, let them
turn on and consume one another and have them in total confusion & derision.
(Psalm 35:4; 50:3, 55:9; 70:2; 83:17; John 8:32). We loose the hosts of heaven to
war against the hosts of darkness and bring an end to all deceptive, secret and
destructive measures designed destroy all of God’s creation and defile the world.
According to 1 John 3:8 for this reason, was the Son of God made manifest, that He
would destroy the works of the enemy. (John 2:15-17; Acts 16:16-19) We overrule all
strategies, tactics and curses of the enemy by the power of the Name of Jesus Christ
and His shed Blood. (1 Timothy 1:18-20) We overthrow spoken words,
enchantments, divinations, spells, hexes, vexes, curses, witchcraft prayers and
every idle word spoken contrary to God’s original plans and purposes according
to Isaiah 54:17. We reverse the curses associated with all these ceremonies, rituals,
utterances and their plans to bring about a chaotic bloody revolution in America & to
usher in Martial Law and the New World Order. We decree and declare that: Their
plans shall be uncovered and shall not prevail; & their plans shall be frustrated and
unable to achieve any impact; & their threatening’s and violent verbal dealings are
returned to them one hundredfold.
FATHER, WE HUMBLY ASK YOU TO: Reveal every hidden agenda, plan and cover-up
in the secret shadow government regarding their attempts to manipulate end time
events which would lead to the destruction of Your Christians & the innocent. (Isaiah
44:25; 2 Timothy 3:8) Send divine, powerful angelic forces against their diabolical plans
to frustrate and expose them, so that they will be dismantled. Dispatch legions of

warring angels (and any other kinds of angel’s necessary) to enforce Your perfect
will on the United States of America and on all the earth. (Joshua 5:13-14; Psalm
103:20-22; Colossians 2:14, 15; Ezekiel 9:9-11) Release your divine strategies and
revelations upon any righteous person in government worldwide. Fill them with Your
Holy Spirit and cause Your divine wisdom to come upon them. (James 1:5) Cause
them to be a holy trumpet shedding light upon the dark hidden secrets of the wicked.
Send a spirit of confusion amongst the camp of the enemy. Let their tongues be divided
& when they communicate let it be incoherent and misunderstood. (1 Samuel 10:27)
Arrest those that operate in the spirit of Jezebel or Belial (and all other wicked
spirits) and cause them to be caught in their own lies and conspiracies. Let them
not be able to resist the Spirit of Truth or gain any ground in the natural or
spiritual realm. Cause every evil spirit that is released from their diabolical
assignments to be cast into the abyss, until which time they be cast into the lake
of fire AND THAT NONE WOULD BE ABLE TO COME TO TAKE THEIR PLACE..
(Psalm 110:1; 1 Kings 19:1-5; 21:1-16) Please cause these prayers and all future
prayers to take on the characteristics of divine projectiles in the realm of the spirit, so
that they hit the bull’s eye. (Psalm 57:4) Let the laws that govern this prayer and all
spiritual warfare strategies and tactics, be binding by the Word, the Blood and by the
Holy Spirit. (1 John 5:7) WE SEAL THIS PRAYER IN THE NAME OF JESUS CHRIST
AND THE BLOOD OF THE LAMB, AMEN!
PRAYER TO NEUTRALIZE OCCULT RITUALS
Beloved Holy Savior, Lord Jesus, you are the sacrifice, the Lamb that was slain
before the foundation of the earth, seated at the right hand of the Father. We
honor your sacrifice on the cross, your resurrection and transfiguration
volunteered for our salvation. We worship you, exalt you and magnify your name
above every name. You are sovereign, supreme over all. You are worthy. You
alone are worthy. We pledge our faith and love to serve you alone, forever. We
claim your Word: James 4:7: “Submit yourselves therefore to God. Resist the
devil, and he will flee from you.” 2 Timothy 1:7: “For God hath not given us the
spirit of fear; but of power, and of love, and of a sound mind.” We come in the
authority given to us in Christ Jesus. We cover ourselves with the Blood of the
Lamb. We place a hedge of warring angels with flaming swords of fire around us
and our families continuously. We put on the whole armor of God. We lift our
shields of faith to interlock, standing foot to foot and shoulder to shoulder–a
solid wall that cannot be breached or penetrated. We resist and renounce Satan,
the god of this earth. We rise to war in the Spirit against witchcraft, occult
maneuvers and devices sent against Your Will and the Body of Christ. We ask
you to dispatch legions of your warring angels in full battle array, fiery swords
drawn to enforce our petitions and intercessory prayers. Rout your enemy on all
fronts. Turn their hatred, anger, accusations, conflict, arrogance and wicked
schemes upon themselves so that they become caught in their own snares and
fall into the pits that they intended for others. We nullify, dismantle, cancel and
oppose every satanic operation, scheme, maneuver and strategy. Cause secret plans,
agenda and motivation of the enemy to be revealed for everyone to see. We decree
and declare that what these evil people meant for evil, you will turn it around and use it

for the good of your people. We close every evil portal that has been opened. We break
every curse, hex, spell, vex, enchantment, decree spoken or unspoken sent against the
Body of Christ and your intercessors by every witch, warlock, Satanist, sorcerer, voodoo
priest, shaman, brujo, bruja, soothsayer, medium, coven and every minion of the devil
working iniquity; and send it back upon their own heads seven fold that they may repent
and turn from their evil ways. Lord Jesus, reveal your love to them. Show them the
truth about who they are serving, and their eternal destination if they continue in their
present path. Open their minds, eyes and ears to receive supernatural insight and
knowledge to understand the truth of the Gospel. Bring them to salvation. We seal this
prayer by the Blood of the Lamb and in the name of the LORD Jesus Christ. Amen.
This is a very powerful prayer against Witchcraft…with fasting even more
powerful
Father, In the name of the Lord Jesus Christ, we plead the precious uncorruptable
blood of Jesus over the Body of Christ, the innocent, ourselves, our families and
everything that belongs to us. We ask for giant warrior Angels (or whatever kinds
of angels are necessary) to be loosed from Heaven to surround and protect us.
As your war club and weapons of war we break down, undamn, and blow up all
walls of protection around all witches, warlocks, wizards, satanists, and the like
that are attacking us; and by the Blood of the Lord Jesus Christ we break their
power & all their curses, hexes, vexes, spells, charms, fetishes, psychic prayers,
psychic thought, all witchcraft, sorcery, magic, voodoo, all mind control, jinxes,
potions, bewitchments, death, destruction, sickness, pain, torment, physic power,
psychic warfare, prayer chains, and everything else being sent our way or our
family members way, to the Body of Christ & the innocent; and we return it and
the demons, devils, evil entities and fallen angels to the senders right now!,
SEVENFOLD, and we BIND it to them by the blood of Jesus Christ!
Father, we pray that these lost souls will find the light of your Son Jesus.. Their
own snares and traps have now been set against themselves.. In the name of
Jesus Christ of Nazareth we now loose them from all mind control of Satan!..
Father we also ask that you Bind the Holy Spirit to their hearts as a guide to your
Son Jesus.. So that they may be set free from the bondages of Satan.
In Jesus name we pray…Amen
++ In 1981 William Casey (CIA Director) Told the Newly Elected President Ronald
Reagan:

Ephesians 5:11, 13-16: "And have no fellowship with the unfruitful works of
darkness, but rather reprove them. But all things that are reproved are made
manifest by the light: for whatsoever doth make manifest is light. Wherefore he
saith, Awake thou that sleepest, and arise from the dead, and Christ shall give
thee light. See then that ye walk circumspectly, not as fools, but as wise,
Redeeming the time, because the days are evil."
The 1828 Noah Webster Dictionary defines:
Reprove: To blame, to convince of a fault, or to make it manifest, to excite a
sense of guilt.
Circumspectly: Cautiously; with watchfulness every way; with attention to guard
against surprise or danger.
Matthew 24:24: "...if it were possible, they shall deceive the very elect."
II Corinthians 2:11: "Lest Satan should get an advantage of us: for we are not
ignorant of his devices."
II Chronicles 7:14: "If my people, which are called by my name, shall humble
themselves, and pray, and seek my face, and turn from their wicked ways; then
will I hear from heaven, and will forgive their sin, and will heal their land."
Luke 21:36 Watch ye therefore, and pray always, that ye may be accounted
worthy to escape all these things that shall come to pass, and to stand before the
Son of man.
Matthew 24:13 But he that shall endure unto the end, the same shall be saved.
Psalm 101:3: I will set no wicked thing before mine eyes: I hate the work of them
that turn aside; it shall not cleave to me.
Psalm 11:5: The LORD trieth the righteous: but the wicked and him that loveth
violence his soul hateth.
1 Cor 15:33: Be not deceived: evil communications corrupt good manners.
Lexicon Strong's G3657--Outline of Biblical Usage of the Word:
“Communications”: companionship, communion
“It does not take a majority to prevail... but rather an irate, tireless minority, keen
on setting brushfires of freedom in the minds of men.” Samuel Adams
“The average age of the world's great civilizations has been two hundred years.
These nations have progressed through the following sequence: from bondage to
spiritual faith, from spiritual faith to great courage, from courage to liberty, from
liberty to abundance, from abundance to selfishness, from selfishness to
complacency from complacency to apathy, from apathy to dependency, from
dependency back to bondage.” Alexander Fraser Tytler
+1+ Group Prayer--List of Current Event Prayer Points
++For the Lord Jesus Christ to expose & destroy “The Great Reset” agenda
worldwide designed to bring in the New World Order
++For the Lord Jesus Christ to expose & destroy the Covid-19 agenda worldwide
with all of its big brother agendas like forced mask wearing, DNA defiling
vaccinations with microchips, contract tracing, COVID-19 digital passports & for
God’s judgment & destruction to be on the vaccine & medical cartels & that
Operation Warp Speed would be annihilated, exposed and destroyed!!!!

++ For the Lord to thwart any deep state false flag attacks in order to blame “antivaxxers” and gun owners
++ Regarding the Body of Christ we pray for strength, endurance, courage, divine
providence & guidance, favor and the power to overcome all this wickedness that
is increasing by the day.
++For the eradication of CERN and all the other 30,000+ particle colliders
worldwide & the eradication of all D-Wave Quantum Computers, and for the
eradication of every wicked portal or doorway these devices (and all witchcraft
taking place in this universe) have opened & all dark matter they have created
would be destroyed and for the reversal of every Mandela effect they have
produced; and that every devil, demon, evil entity or fallen angel (that has entered
through these portals) be bound up and cast into the abyss, until which time they
then be cast into the Lake of Fire, and that no over evil entities can come to take
their place!!!!
++Against the wicked plans of this wicked current American political
administration & for the fear of God to be upon both the democrats and
republicans, and if they will NOT repent of their wickedness that God would
hedge up their ways with thorns and have them total confusion, and that they
would turn on each other and devour one another; and against every level of
government that has by hijacked by wickedness
++Against the Chinese plans for taking over America, Mexico & Canada
++Against groups like Black Lives Matter and Antifa who are working with the
Chinese and George Soros to kill as many Christians and righteous people as
possible, and bring in anarchy and ultimately get UN Troops on the streets of
North America.
++Against any incoming asteroids or meteors that might hit the earth that they
would be diverted to outer space
++For Gods intervention regarding 2nd Amendment and disarmament/gun
confiscation situation developing in the US and elsewhere
++For Gods intervention regarding the coming food and water shortages & the
honey bee die-off worldwide
++Against all the UN troops already in America & elsewhere
++For Gods intervention regarding all the weather warfare to destroy crop yields
& create famine
++For Gods intervention regarding the wildfires caused by Directed Energy
Weapon attacks and all the wicked plans surrounding this to be destroyed
++For the Defense, Protection and Victory of all Christians worldwide (especially
the persecuted) & also all the Targeted Individuals (TI’s) Worldwide
++Against All Pandemics Plagues Worldwide
++Against the Exploding GMO Weaponized Tick & Mosquito Populations
Everywhere
++Against The Illegal Alien/Terrorist/Embedded Solider Caravans Coming up
through the US southern border--For Stoppage and Exposure of the Latin
American, Chinese, Russian and Muslim 5th Column Sleeper Cell Solders
imbedded in America

++Against (and for physical protection of our families and animals) from the 5G &
6G radiation & the Thousands of Satellites Being Launched Sending Intense
Microwave Radiation over Entire Earth. Specifically for God’s Judgment on the
companies of: SpaceX, OneWeb, TTelesat, AST & Science & Omnispace
++For All Christians to wake up and spread the gospel and push back against all
their freedoms being taken away
++ Against the 501c3 FEMA Clergy Responses Teams Being activated in America
to betray and destroy the Christians and that they would be exposed
++Against the slaughter of Christians worldwide
++For the eradication and exposure of all Pedovore, Pedo-Predator & all Child
Sex trafficking networks worldwide
++ For the destruction of all Adrenochrome harvesting complexes worldwide &
for the rescue of all the children imprisoned in these satanic torture centers
++Against LGBTQ movement and against the normalization of all child
molestation and sexualization of teens, children & babies--For the protection of
all infants, children, teenager and adults caught in all evil networks--For the
eradication of all adult and child pornography, bestiality pornography and snuff
film sources and businesses
++For the Supreme Court to overturn Roe v. Wade
++For the eradication of all abortion clinics & Planned Parenthood centers
worldwide & the stripping of all the powers of witchcraft from their owners and
employees
++Against all the witchcraft being done worldwide to perpetuate and bring in
more evil, death and destruction,
++Against the ‘Internet Kill Switch’ implementation
++Against the plans & wickedness of high level politicians everywhere
++Against mandatory vaccinations being implemented and that the truth would
come out about them
++Against the wicked factions of Modern medicine & the pharmaceutical &
vaccine industry
++For the masses to get saved and have eyes to see, ears to hear and hearts to
receive the truth
++Against The Full Implementation of Real ID in 2023
++Against the South African Genocide of Whites
++For God to neutralize & stop the Fukishima Nuclear Radiation Contamination &
Nuclear Radiation Reactors Breaking Down Worldwide
++Against the Big Brother Draconian Changes Taking Place Worldwide
++Against Further Vote Rigging in the Elections everywhere
++ For Stoppage and Exposure of the Muslim Invasion of Europe, America and
Canada--For the eradication worldwide of all planned deep state & Muslim false
flag events everywhere
++For the eradication worldwide of all Chemtrail programs, Nexrad Doppler
Ultrasound weather manipulation, NASA’s Blastwave Accelerators
++Against all the wickedness being perpetuated by Hollywood, Netflix, Amazon,
Google, Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, YouTube and all the tech giants and the
dominant streaming content producers

++Against any non-human entities that walk among, defile, exploit, murder or
infiltrate humanity
++Against the pop culture rock and rap music industry
++Against the Vatican, Pope and Catholicism
++Against the global banking cartels and the 13 families of the Illuminati
++For all the Satanic Ritual Abuse and MK Ultra mind control victims, that they be
delivered, saved and protected from the Satanic Agenda that has been
implemented against them.
++Against the wicked factions of the public universities and public school
systems.
++Add to your personal prayers: For the Lord to deactivate, neutralize, destroy
and purge any and all Covid-19 vaccine spike proteins, nanobots, nanoparticles,
nanotech, microchips, implants, Hydrogel, wicked bacteria, viruses, candida,
prions and parasites in or on our bodies and to deactivate, neutralize, destroy
and purge any other wicked things the globalist elite may have gotten into our
bodies.
From: mark markmaesano@gmail.com
Sent: Tuesday, June 1, 2021 9:14 PM
To: Scott Johnson
Subject: Listener Comment: 3 day fast and prayer June 17th at 7pm
https://youtu.be/AQJk28THxFY
Last one was very powerful (because of God). Joe had asked me a few days ago
to do another one and I prayed about it and felt that I got the confirmation from
God to move forward.
Please join me in fasting and seeking the face of The Lord Jesus Christ followed
by a livestream of prayer and fellowship through the power of His shed blood,
death and resurrection. I'm planning on fasting for at least 3 days prior to the
event; join me if you can. If not, please plan on fasting for 1 day. Let's seek His
face during our fast and contemplate what He would like us to prayer for during
the livestream.
Intel--China CCP planning major attack on USA this year: Bioweapons, cyber war,
kamikaze drones and infrastructure sabotage
Friday, June 04, 2021 by: Mike Adams (Natural News) Over the last 48 hours, I’ve
received a flood of intel from sources, both private and public, indicating that
communist China is moving up the timetable of a long-planned attack on the
United States of America. In reality, the biological warfare phase of the attack is
already under way, having begun in 2019 with the deliberate release of the SARSCoV-2 coronavirus, followed by direct interference in rigging the 2020 election
and installing CCP puppet Joe Biden as a temporary occupant of the White
House.
Now, due to the rapid emergence of evidence showing Fauci conspired with the
CCP to fund gain-of-function development and build a biological weapon that
attacks human ACE2 receptor sites, China is accelerating its own timetable to

take down the USA before such investigations can conclusively place the blame
for covid on China’s communist regime.
According to my sources, the planned attack on America will consist of:
 Cyber warfare attacks on critical infrastructure such as energy,
transportation, finance and the power grid.
 Drone kamikaze (kinetic) attacks on critical infrastructure to conduct acts
of sabotage.
 The advancing of ground troops into Southern U.S. states in an attempt to
occupy and defend FOBs (Forward Operations Bases) in Texas, New
Mexico, Arizona and California. (This will happen after the power grid
sabotage plunges America into chaos.)
The stealth drone that was recently spotted over Tucson, AZ, monitoring the
Davis-Monthan AFB, is part of this effort. There are hundreds more stealth drones
operating in U.S. air space right now, controlled by communist China, according
to my ex-military sources.
As reported by The Epoch Times, Kyle Bass has also warned of the 130,000-acre
parcel of land in Southwest Texas that is now owned by the same Chinese
billionaire who owns two-thirds of the land in China’s Xinjiang region, where
slave labor concentration camps are in full operation. From TET:
The land for the wind farm is owned by a Chinese company called GH America
Investments Group, which has since 2015 bought 130,000 acres of land—an area
the size of Tulsa, Oklahoma—in Val Verde County. The man behind the firm is
Sun Guangxin, a businessman from the northwestern Xinjiang region in China,
who has strong ties to the communist regime.
Sun, a former military officer, is currently the richest person in Xinjiang. He has a net
worth of $1.9 billion, according to Forbes.
The goal of this, I’m told, is that China plans to construct and operate concentration
camps in Texas and other U.S. states, then use them for mass incineration and
disposal of all the Americans they plan to kill.
Seven months ago, I interviewed JR Nyquist who warns of this exact scenario,
describing how China has prepositioned weapons, military uniforms and sabotage
equipment in the United States, ready for activation:
https://www.brighteon.com/18e48554-2b51-47c5-ad09-47161960dea0
In today’s Situation Update podcast, I provide additional frightening details about
China’s attack plans and why they are now being accelerated to be activated this year.
For example, one of my contacts informed me that an airfield being constructed
by China in Texas is slated for completion by the end of July, with expected
usage of the 10,000-foot runway by August or September.
A 10,000-foot runway is only needed for extremely large military cargo planes, yet
this is a private airfield being constructed in Texas by communist China.
It begs the question: Why is the Pentagon under Joe Biden allowing foreign
enemies to construct airfields in the United States? It seems insane. China is
invading the United States without firing a single shot, and since China now
controls the White House, the media, Hollywood and even Fauci, there seems to
be no authority remaining in America that will work to defend the nation against a
foreign invasion.

The timetable now appears to be just months away…
Brighteon.com/f8aacdc0-0980-4b5f-ac7f-5d2a010ed167
From: Contact Us Form Submission
Sent: Tuesday, June 1, 2021 10:36 PM
NAME Stacey
SUBJECT Listener Comment: Covid Spike Protein Shedding Sewer Issues
YOUR MESSAGE Hey Scott, I just had to tell you my experience. I clean houses
for people and I also clean at 2 plants There, I clean office areas, break room, and
bathrooms in the 2 buildings. This last winter I started noticing fumes coming out
of the drains that was sickening. It was a nasty smell that would occur after I
would clean the urinals, sinks, and toilets. Very unusual, I’m good at what I do so
it’s supposed to smell better after I clean, not worse! It wasn’t smelling like that
before I cleaned. The longer I would be in the bathrooms the worse I would feel. I
got very sick for 3-4 weeks. I work weekends there so I would work the weekend
and I would be so sick that I wouldn’t feel better until just before it was time to go
back to work there again.
As soon as you talked about the guy that did sewer work, and he talked about
how sick he got and the smell coming out of the sewer it sounded very much like
what happened to me. One of the buildings is old and the other one brand new
but had the same fumes coming out of the drains after cleaning. It was at the time
where they had just started having covid vaccinations at the hospitals and clinics
but at the time I didn’t even think about that. I have worked my whole life doing
this work and haven’t encountered anything like this before.
I was at the point to where I was thinking of quitting I was getting so sick. Things
have gotten a lot better but I still feel sick if I spend too long near drains in the
areas where I clean. I’d like to know if this is something that is happening to other
people in the cleaning business.
Thanks so much for covering these things. God bless you and Taylor--Stacey
--------------------Scott Johnson’s Reply: Just for these specific situations you want to consider
wearing a respirator (like they wear when they paint cars) or at minimum what I
describe below.
--------------------------------Beyond keeping your own immune system functioning as highly as possible, for
the limited time periods where you are around the vaccine infected, you may want
to wear a mask like this that has copper and other protections: Shero 6-Layer
Copper-Infused Face Mask With Nose Wire, Washable and Breathable Filtered
Face Mask, (Black, M/L You could also treat the mask (inside and out) with 500 to
100ppm colloidal silver (see: http://www.dr-johnson.com/ ) and/or Shield/Thieves
essential oil blend. See below.
Essential Oil Protective Blend--How to make natural Hand Sanitizer Spray—We
are pleased to present this ancient blend based upon legend. The legend has its roots
in 15th century England during the time of the great plague. Grave robbers thieves
developed their own blend of Clove, Cinnamon Bark, Lemon, Eucalyptus, and

Rosemary to protect them while robbing the plague victims. This potent blend only
contains the essential oils and no carrier oil.
Best price and Quality—Revive Immunity Boost Essential Oil Blend--This is our
version of Young Living Thieves
REVIVE Immunity Boost is our best selling blend & the blend with the most 5 Star
Reviews!
To Order: https://www.revive-eo.com/product/immunity-boost-essential-oil-blend/
6 Ways to Use Immunity Boost
1.Mix with a carrier oil and apply to the soles of your feet to support the immune system,
especially during the cold and flu season.
2. Mix with water and use to wipe down floors, surfaces, and countertops.
3. Add a few drops to your dishwater or dishwasher to eliminate odors and boost
cleaning.
4. Diffuse it around the classroom or in your home to neutralize the air from strong
odors.
5. Add a drop of Immunity Boost and a spoonful of raw honey to a warm cup of water.
Enjoy in the morning or anytime you need a boost.
6. Diffuse 6–8 drops to help create a cozy, peaceful environment. Make your house
smell like fresh baked cookies.
Directions for Use
Diffusion: Use three to four drops in the diffuser of your choice.
Internal use: Take internally with a veggie capsule or in 4oz drink of your choice with
an emulsifier like honey.
Topical use: Apply one to two drops to desired area. Dilute with a carrier oil (e.g.,
coconut) to minimize any skin sensitivity in a 1:4 ratio.
Ingredients: REVIVE Immunity Boost is a proprietary blend of Eugenia caryophyllata
(Clove) Bud Oil, Citrus limon (Lemon) Peel Oil, Cinnamomum zeylanicum (Cinnamon)
Bark Oil, Eucalyptus globulus (Eucalyptus) Leaf Oil, Rosmarinus officinalis (Rosemary)
Leaf Oil
Also:
https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=how+to+make+thieves+hand+sa
nitizer+spray
Tucker: Fauci deserves to be under 'criminal investigation
Play: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yp6btJhS66c
Rand Paul on whether there's 'criminal culpability' regarding Dr. Fauci
Play to 5:27: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OBEECclSJ7s
Govt and Pentagon Funneled $162M to EcoHealth Alliance, the Group That
Funded Coronavirus Research in Wuhan
The Daily Mail reported on Friday night that the Pentagon funneled almost $39
million to EcoHealth Alliance, a group led by controversial researcher Dr. Peter
Daszak.

As The Gateway Pundit reported back in May, Devin Nunes alleged Dr. Peter
Daszak and EcoHealth Alliance had taken around $100 million from federal
agencies.
And we discovered earlier this week that Dr. Daszak thanked Dr. Tony Fauci in an
email in 2020 for insisting the coronavirus was naturally occurring when both
men knew it was a product of their research funding.
The Daily Mail reported:
The Pentagon gave $39 million to a charity that funded controversial coronavirus
research at a Chinese lab accused of being the source for Covid-19, federal data
reveals.
The U.S. nonprofit, set up to research new diseases, has also partly funded
deeply controversial ‘gain of function’ experiments, where dangerous viruses are
made more infectious to study their effect on human cells.
BREAKING NEWS: FAUCI E-MAIL: "CORONAVIRUS BIOWEAPON PRODUCTION
METHOD"
It appears from an email sent to
Dr. Anthony Fauci that the novel
coronavirus, which became
COVID-19, was INTENDED to be
a Bioweapon. Anthony Fauci
apparently KNEW this. The email
below, sent to Fauci describes it
as a "Bioweapon" and explicitly
describes exactly how it was
made. Fauci had this
information more than a year
ago, in March, 2020 . . .
This email, part of a Freedom of
Information Act (FOIA) request,
seems to prove beyond all doubt
that the National Institutes of
Allergies and Infectious
Diseases (NIAID) was actively and ILLEGALLY -- working on a
Biological Weapon.
It also appears the staff of NIAID
knew this was bioweapon
research and perpetrated it
anyway.
If this email proves that Dr. Anthony Fauci may has committed a series of
criminal acts, in violation of federal laws and in violation of various international
Chemical and Biological Weapons Treaties, and should be arrested immediately along with the other staff who engaged in this work.

The FOIA file of Anthony Fauci emails contains a total of 3,234 pages. The email
shown above, appears as page number 2,286 within that FOIA release. Yes it is
"buried."
I looked at page 2286 of this doc and the letter was there.
https://halturnerradioshow.com/index.php/en/news-page/world/breaking-newsfauci-e-mail-coronavirus-bioweapon-production-method
Horrifying study
reveals mRNA
vaccine
nanoparticles are
circulated
throughout the entire
body: Brain, heart,
adrenals. liver,
ovaries, testes and
more
Wednesday, June 02,
2021 by: Mike Adams
(Natural News) Not
surprisingly,
everything the
establishment tells
us about covid
vaccines has been a
calculated lie. One of
the biggest and most
treacherous lies is
that “mRNA vaccine
shots stay in the arm and don’t
circulate nanoparticles around the
body.” Now we know that is a complete
lie, as new research conducted in
Japan shows that Lipid NanoParticles
(LNPs) containing the mRNA code are
widely circulated around the body after
vaccination, reaching the brain, spleen,
large intestine, heart, liver, lungs and
other organs.
The study paper, originally written in
Japanese and auto-translated into
English, can be found at this link on
Natural News servers (PDF).
Labeled, “Pfizer confidential,” the study is known as a bio-distribution study that
uses luciferase enzymes and radioisotope markers to accurately track the
distribution of Pfizer’s mRNA LNPs across the body. The first section is labeled:

SARS-CoV-2 mRNA Vaccine (BNT162, PF-07302048)
2.6.4 Summary of pharmacokinetic study
The study reveals how mRNA LNPs are distributed across the body, even
affecting ovaries and testes, raising huge questions about fertility in those
receiving mRNA vaccine shots. The following chart shows the mass of NLPs (in
micrograms) found in each organ following mRNA vaccination. Notice how it
attacks the adrenals?
https://www.naturalnews.com/2021-06-02-horrifying-study-reveals-mrna-vaccinenanoparticles-are-circulated-throughout-the-entire-body-brain-heart-liver-ovariestestes.html
+2+ MAGNETGATE CONFIRMED—Covid Gene Therapy Kill Shot Produces
Magnetic People
The Highwire video provides 100% confirmation for Magnetgate. The positive rate
was reported to be 40% however all shots may have tested positive using the
sensitivity of a Gaussmeter. The 60% failure rate could have been due to
magnets that were too heavy for a weak attraction to stick. A Gaussmeter could
significantly increase the positive rate.
There exist too many compelling clips demonstrating the magnetic phenomenon
associated with Moderna, Pfizer and a few from Astra Zeneca injections as seen
in the most recent clips.
Magnetgate 3 also contains several clips of non-ferrous coins and stainless
flatware sticking to arms and other body parts with a few sticking to the chest,
forehead and nasal area.
Even though the US Quarter dollar coin is not attracted to conventional magnets
we see a few clips where the Quarter dollar coin sticks firmly to the arm along
with stainless steel flatware.
https://rumble.com/vhdlrt-vaccine-magnets-not-a-hoax-highwire.html
Superparamagnetic nanoparticles delivered via vaccines
(Natural News) If you’ve seen any of the recent videos of magnets sticking to
people’s arms after they’ve been vaccinated, you might be wondering: Are there
magnetic nanoparticles in those vaccines?
A study published in the National Library of Medicine in 2014 proves that
“superparamagnetic nanoparticles” are successfully delivered into the body via
vaccines, and once in the body, they can be used to inject DNA into cells, altering
their genetics. The study is entitled Superparamagnetic nanoparticle delivery of
DNA vaccine.
It states: The use of superparamagnetic iron oxide nanoparticles (SPIONs) to
deliver genes via magnetofection shows promise in improving the efficiency of
gene delivery both in vitro and in vivo… Polyethylenimine was chosen to modify
the surface of SPIONs to assist the delivery of plasmid DNA into mammalian
cells...
A second study, also published in PubMed / National Library of Medicine, states
that superparamagnetic nanoparticles can be driven into brain cells through the
use of external magnets.

That study is entitled, Superparamagnetic Nanoparticle Delivery to the Cochlea
Through Round Window by External Magnetic Field: Feasibility and Toxicity.
The study found that external magnets were able to control SPIONs into injecting
genetic material (DNA) into the cells of rats. This means that external magnetic
fields can be used to cause “magnetofection,” which means the altering of DNA
using external magnetic fields combined with special nanoparticles that are
injected.
What this tells us is crucial to understand: Vaccine scientists have been
experimenting with magnetic nanoparticles for many years, and they’ve already
created techniques to use vaccine injections to deliver nanoparticles into the brain,
allowing them to be controlled by external magnetic fields.
In today’s Situation Update podcast (in 4 parts), I cover this topic and many others. See
the titles and podcast segments below, followed by the FULL podcast at the very
bottom: Situation Update, May 25th, 2021 – Part 1 of 4 – Insane news and current
events
Brighteon.com/334ae1a2-6792-4b0b-9944-eb8ea501fd60
Lara Logan Tells Glenn Beck What The Globalists Intend To Do To Humanity
Play: https://www.brighteon.com/e8d3d848-2db8-4839-8836-0c0d1d81e757
10,000 CANADIAN DOCTORS TELL THE WORLD PANDEMIC IS A FRAUD
Play to 2:32: https://www.bitchute.com/video/DrYSRXb25jfO/
MODERNA and PFIZER "SPIKE" VACCINE DANGERS EXPLAINED in One Minute
Play: https://rumble.com/vhunjx-moderna-and-pfizer-spike-vaccine-dangersexplained.html
Covid Vaxxed People Will Most Likely Die Within 2 Years!
Play from 3:28 to 11:04: https://beforeitsnews.com/opinionconservative/2021/06/vaxxed-people-will-die-in-2-years-the-republic-even-sooner-sgtreport-must-video-3582111.html
From: SHANNON
Sent: Saturday, May 29, 2021 8:45 PM
To: Dr. Scott Johnson
Subject: Listener Comment About Funeral Homes Seeing A Major Uptick in
Deaths since the Kill Shot Was Instituted
This lady called a lot of funeral homes asking if there was an uptick or about the
same number of funerals compared to previous years.
Woman Calls Many Funeral Homes Regarding "The Bug"
I went back and listened again. Starting around the 12 min mark there is a longer
interview with a funeral home director. he makes it a point to say that in 2020
deaths were about the same as previous years BUT in 2021 in January February
and March deaths INCREASED!!!

Caught Red-Handed: CDC Changes Test Thresholds To Virtually Eliminate New
COVID Cases Among Vaxx'd
The US Center for Disease Control (CDC) is altering its practices of data logging
and testing for “Covid19” in order to make it seem the experimental gene-therapy
“vaccines” are effective at preventing the alleged disease.
They made no secret of this, announcing the policy changes on their website in
late April/early May, (though naturally without admitting the fairly obvious
motivation behind the change).
The trick is in their reporting of what they call “breakthrough infections” – that is
people who are fully “vaccinated” against Sars-Cov-2 infection, but get infected
anyway.
Essentially, Covid19 has long been shown – to those willing to pay attention – to
be an entirely created pandemic narrative built on two key factors:
1. False-positive tests. The unreliable PCR test can be manipulated into
reporting a high number of false-positives by altering the cycle threshold
(CT value)
2. Inflated Case-count. The incredibly broad definition of “Covid case”, used
all over the world, lists anyone who receives a positive test as a “Covid19
case”, even if they never experienced any symptoms.
Without these two policies, there would never have been an appreciable
pandemic at all, and now the CDC has enacted two policy changes which means
they no longer apply to vaccinated people.
Firstly, they are lowering their PCR cycle threshold value when testing samples
from suspected vaccinated “breakthrough infections”.
From the CDC’s instructions for state health authorities on handling “possible
breakthrough infections” (uploaded to their website in late April):
For cases with a known RT-PCR cycle threshold (Ct) value, submit only
specimens with Ct value ≤28 to CDC for sequencing. (Sequencing is not feasible
with higher Ct values.)
Throughout the pandemic, cycle threshold values in excess of 35 have been the
norm, with labs around the world going into the 40s.
Essentially labs were running as many cycles as necessary to achieve a positive
result, despite experts warning that this was pointless (even Fauci himself said
anything over 35 cycles is meaningless).
But NOW, and only for fully vaccinated people, the CDC will only accept samples
achieved from 28 cycles or fewer. That can only be a deliberate decision in order
to decrease the number of “breakthrough infections” being officially recorded.
Secondly, asymptomatic or mild infections (in the vaccinated)will no longer be
recorded as “covid cases”.
That’s right. Even if a sample collected at the low CT value of 28 can be
sequenced as a positive Covid case, the CDC will no longer be keeping records of
breakthrough infections of the vaccinated that don’t result in hospitalization or
death.
The CDC has put new policies in place which effectively created a tiered system
of diagnosis. Meaning, from now on, unvaccinated people will find it much easier
to be diagnosed with Covid19 than vaccinated people.

Consider…
Person A has not been vaccinated. They test positive for Covid using a PCR test
at 40 cycles and, despite having no symptoms, they are officially a “covid case”.
Person B has been vaccinated. They test positive at 28 cycles, and spend six
weeks bedridden with a high fever. Because they never went into a hospital and
didn’t die they are NOT a Covid case.
The CDC is demonstrating the beauty of having a “disease” that can appear or
disappear depending on how you measure it.
To be clear: If these new policies had been the global approach to “Covid” since
December 2019, there would never have been a pandemic at all.
This is a policy designed to continuously inflate one number, and
systematically minimize the other.
What is that, if not an obvious and deliberate act of deception?
https://www.zerohedge.com/covid-19/caught-red-handed-cdc-changes-testthresholds-virtually-eliminate-new-covid-cases-among
Biden Admin Eyeing Vax 'Passports' for Travel Abroad, Warns DHS Head
Play to 1:04: https://youtu.be/QgaNAQTr8Ds
Supposedly, nearly two-thirds of U.S. employers plan to require employers to
produce proof of vaccination, according to a survey from Arizona State University
with support from the Rockefeller Foundation--“Requiring vaccinations may be
more likely in certain industries, such as healthcare or food production.”
Still, other companies may try a different tack. Roughly the same share of
employers in the Arizona State survey intend to use incentives to get employees
vaccinated, such as offering financial perks like cash bonuses, gift cards, and
extra paid vacation days for employees who can provide proof of COVID-19
vaccination.
https://money.yahoo.com/companies-requiring-employees-to-get-vaccinated180100751.html
Papers, please: Nazi Oregon demands that residents show “proof of vaccination”
in order to live life
In order to take off your mask in Oregon, Gov. Kate Brown is demanding that
everyone get injected for the Wuhan coronavirus (Covid-19) and show proof on
demand.
Much like how the Nazis would yell out “papers, please!” to people on the street,
Oregon politicians want everyone to show “proof of vaccination” before entering
the grocery store, school building, brewery, and wherever else people go to live
their lives.
Oregon’s Health Authority announced a new edict explaining that Oregonians will
either have to get vaccinated and prove it in order to join the “new normal,” or
else forever wear a mask anytime they go inside a building.
While the rest of the United States adopts an “honor system” approach that more
closely aligns with the Constitution, Oregon is demanding total obedience to
medical fascism – so much for “tolerance” and “inclusion.”

“Oregon will allow people to go maskless outside but will require them to be fully
vaccinated against COVID-19 – and be able to prove it – to forgo masks in most
public indoor settings,” the Oregonian reported.
In case you missed it, Oregonians only just recently obtained “permission” from
their government to not wear a mask outside. Now, in order to go inside without a
mask, they must get jabbed for the China Virus.
How low will they go? White House partners with nine dating apps to push covid
shots on young singles
After attempting virtually every other trick in the book and failing, the Biden
regime’s latest scheme to coerce Americans into getting “vaccinated” for (Covid19) involves partnering up with dating apps like Tinder and Match to offer special
perks to users who agree to get jabbed.
In addition to Tinder and Match, Hing, OKCupid, BLK, Chispa, Plenty of Fish,
Bumble, and Badoo have all agreed to help fight “vaccine hesitancy” by offering
free premium access and content to daters who show proof of vaccination
through the apps.
Users who receive Chinese Virus injections will get special “boosts,” “super
likes,” “stickers,” and other pointless things that will make them feel special as
the spike proteins that have been inserted into their bodies eat away at their cells,
DNA and brain tissue.
Injected users will also now be allowed to search for other injected users as the
perfect match for a potential life partner – though hopefully all of them recognize
that they should not expect to ever have any children in the future.
“Human connection is so vital for healthy lives – it’s why I am so committed to
this business,” announced Shar Dubey, CEO of Match Group.
-----Original Message----From: Melisa
Sent: Thursday, May 27, 2021 6:06 PM
To: Scott Johnson
Subject: 14-Year-Old Wins Full College Scholarship in Vaccine Kill Shot Lottery!!!
Play: https://youtu.be/NAU9VO1xJBw
Comment: Isn't that wonderful!!!!! & I think in light of this it would only be fair to
pair this wonderful Covid kill shot lottery win with the documented info below.
Kind of like pairing a fine red wine with a choice cut of steak!!!:
Updated Bombshell: Covid-19 Vaccine Documented Deaths and Injuries
Compilation-5-9-21
McDonald's now functioning as vaccine propaganda arm of CDC, meaning the
government has recruited a junk food giant to push "public health" propaganda |
The McDonald’s fast-food chain has partnered up with the Biden regime to push
Americans who imbibe on Big Macs, McNuggets, and Diet Coke to go get their
Wuhan coronavirus (Covid-19) injections as soon as possible.
Starting in July, McCafé coffee cups will feature the Department of Health and
Human Services’ (HHS) “We Can Do This” slogan alongside information about

how Chinese Virus vaccination is necessary, according to the government, in
order to “safely” reopen society.
Emblazoned on every McDonald’s coffee cup will be a link to Vaccine.gov, where
customers can learn more about China Joe’s efforts to plunge Wuhan Flu needles
into every American’s arm by Independence Day.
This new Chinese Virus injection marketing campaign will also be featured on the
seal stickers used to package “McDelivery” orders, meaning all McDonald’s
customers will be blasted with the propaganda every time they eat there.
“Getting vaccinated is easy,” announced Xavier Becerra, Beijing Biden’s
secretary of HHS. “More than 150 million people have already gotten at least one
dose of vaccine, and millions more are getting vaccinated every day.”
“Thanks to McDonalds, people will now be able to get trusted information about
vaccines when they grab a cup of coffee or order a meal. Ending this pandemic
requires all of us working together to do our part, including encouraging our
friends and family to get vaccinated. This effort will help more people make
informed decisions about their health and learn about steps they can take to
protect themselves and their communities.”
Later this month, McDonald’s is also planning to push Wuhan coronavirus
(Covid-19) “vaccines” on billboards in Times Square, which barely sees any
traffic anymore ever since Andrew “Infanticide” Cuomo turned New York into a
medical police state.
https://thecommonsenseshow.com/activism-agenda-21-conspiracy/mcdonaldsnow-functioning-vaccine-propaganda-arm-cdc-meaning-government-hasrecruited-junk-food
From: Stephen
Sent: Friday, May 28, 2021 8:16 PM
To: Scott Johnson
Subject: RE: Concern...Listener Comment: HI Scott, just a praise report. My folks
are not going to get the vaccine. They have come to see the truth.
Thank God and thank you for joining with me in prayer. I love victories
From: Contact Us Form Submission
Sent: Friday, May 28, 2021 7:11 AM
To: drjohnson@
Subject: Contact Us at Contendingfortruth.com
NAME M.. Listener Comment: Firsthand TSA VACCINE Horrific Observations
YOUR MESSAGE Hello, Love your podcast longtime listener. I work for the TSA
and we were given the option for free early COVID vaccine shot. Of course many
jump at the chance to leave work (while on clock at tax payers expense) and
receive their shot. About 70-80 percent of the work force received it and the vast
majority of them got real sick. From headaches to fevers to numbness; you name
it. They had the people who didn’t get the shot cover for the ones who called in
sick ,which got the shot. Not to mention approximately 4 deaths. Which were
labeled natural causes? One employee was 23, and the other under 40.

NAME Sarah--EMAIL sarah…@...
YOUR MESSAGE Listener Comment: I just wanted to let you know I'm from
Scotland and the testing for the supposed Covid is getting intense & just got fired
from work today because I refused it and the vaccine
…all the people in the church I went to are all falling for it. There is even people in
the church who know about all the plans yet they still take the vaccine, its like
they are just brainwashed under witchcraft or maybe due to being lukewarm, but
it saddens me to see it especially when they know about the aborted babies that
are in it. Just wanted to let you know this info.

